Felicitation of NIC Officer by the Hon’ble Chief Minister of Goa
on Golden Jubilee Anniversary of Liberation of Goa

Shri. K.V.Ramanathan, SSA, receiving the award from
Shri. Digambar Kamat, Hon’ble Chief Minister of Goa

Golden Jubilee Anniversary of Goa Liberation Day

Citation Roll for Award Winners
Award of Excellence
Shri. K.V.Ramanathan
Senior Systems Analyst
Shri. K.V.Ramanathan is working as Senior Systems Analyst, NIC, Secretariat, Porvorim Goa.
He is M.Sc in Computer Science and has vast working experience of more than 14 years in the
field of Computer Science.
He is considered for the present award by taking into consideraticn of his outstanding
contributions to the GSPCB.
Created Computer awareness among the staff of the Gos State Pollution Control Board to make
them work on the Computer to reduce their manuel work considerably.
Modified procedures and adopted "Can-Do" approach and motivated staff to speed up the work
by way of Computerization.
The important task is to credit the successful implementation of the XGN software. This is the
first G2B, GZG and G2C application successfully implemented in Goa Government departments
in a very professional and systematic way. The manuel work is totally eliminated and all the
Industries are filing their applications through on-line and it speed up the work and
simultaneously reduce the manuel work. Movement of the files from the Industries to GSPCB is
almost stopped. The Industries can able to see the status of their files through SMS as well as
online. The correspondence through e-Talking has resulted into instant reflection to industries
and equally fast replies from them, further leading to speedy disposal of applications. Due to
SMS and Alerts facility, this department can able to recover of past outstanding dues.
The major outstanding works to this department are consistently displayed a high degree
professionalism and effectiveness in executing the multitude of duties constantly confronting
hifit. His exceptional performance, professionalism, expertise and dedication make him as an
asset to this department. The systems are user-friendly and a model of Good Governance and
Practice.
He has been awarded "Certificate of Merit" in the year 2009 at Goa Liberation Day and awarded
"Best Information Technology Man of the Year Award .2010" in the year 2OI0 at Goa Liberation
Day.
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